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In their recent paper, Isacks et al., [1968]
performed a valuable serviceby presentingan
inclusiveview of this actively expandingsubject. They reported much new material and

3. The arc of the Ryukyu Islands and
Kyushu, typical except for apparent lack of
earthquakeloci deeperthan the intermediate
range.

4.

contributed new facets to the discussion.

What follows refers to points that seem of
specialimportance,or that fall specificallyin
the

writer's

own

field.

A

number

of minor

matters have been passed over becausethey
could be discussed
more competentlyby others.

The active zone off the south coasts of

Shikoku and Honshu.

5. The zone of deep shockscrossingunder
Honshu,which most authorsrefer to features1
and 2 above.

6. The fracture zone acrossHonshu belong-

Probably the most significantquestionsarise ing to the Mino-Owari (Nobi) earthquakeof
with regard to the tectonicsof Japan and of
the Alpide belt.
The authors cautiously avoid the two extremescommonin discussionof Japan: Treating
the tectonicbelt a'sa simplesuccession
of arc
structures,and referring it to uniform regi•onal
stressesand displacementsas if it were simply
a block structure. However, there is here no
explicitly integrated treatment, but the two
points of view are brought in separately,with
qualifyingremarks.
For short summaries on Japan refer to the
present writer's textbook [Richter, 1958], to
Miyamura [1962], or to Matuzawa [1964].
The tectoniccomplexityof Japan is too often
obscuredin globaldiscussions
by mappingon a
very small scale.Any generalschemeshouldat
least be coherentwith the major features,including

1891.

7. The median tectonicline, running E-W
acrossHonshu and Shikoku into Kyushu.
8. The fossamagna, generallycited as the
principal internal tectonicboundaryof Japan.
Features1 and 2 presentno major difficulties,
although one w.ould like an explanationof an
apparent great changein the dip of the active
surface,since under the Japan Sea the shocks
at depths of 350 and 500 km are much farther
from the arc front than the corresponding
shocks south of Honshu. To understand feature

3, as well as the Philippine arcs, we need a
clearerpicture of the tectonicsof the Philippine
Sea. The arc features of 3, particularly as confirmed by dormant volcanoes,clearly extend
north through Kyushu and under the structures of the median tectonic line. The median

tectonicline (feature 7) hasfiguredin geological
literature chiefly as a zone of intensethrusting,
Honshu.
which is not hard to fit into regionaltectonics.
2. Its southwardcontinuationalonga chain There are recent observations,which, if conof small islands,with all the typical features firmed, demonstrate recent right-hand strike
slips [Kaneko, 1968]. This interpretationis cobut unusuallyrectilinear.
herent with the displacementson faults with
approximately the same trend in the entire
• Division of Geological Sciences Contribution
region.It would defeat any attempt to explain
1591.
1. The fairly typical arc involving eastern

the median line as a transform fault between
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the arcs I and 3. The expedientused by the
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authors for New Zealand and the Philippine
fault cannot be applied, becausethe two arcs
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easily traced from epicenter data, although it
includesthe Carpathian arc with its intermediate earthquakes.There is a gap in known
seismicityin the north front between 60ø and

both dip westward.Transformfaultingcouldbe
postulatedwith geometricconsistency
alongthe
Mino-Owari line, with left-lateral displacements, 67øE (from east of Ashkhabad to the area of
but a southernterminuscouldhardly be pointed the Karatag earthquakeof 1907).
out. The f.ossamagna may not need to be conEast of the Pamir, the southern front can
sideredin relation to eventsof the last 10 m.y., readilybe tracedon seismological
and geological
but enormous lateral shifts have occurred there

maps as far as Burma. The northern front here
in the past and must be accountedfor if present differs in character: it consists of the northeastreasoningis to be extended back in geologic trendingPamir-Baikalbelt, readilytraceableby
time.
epicentersto about 120øE. Between this front
The

authors

cite

the

writer's

textbook

[Richter, 1958] as authority for what is indeed
well known and has long been so: 'vertical
movementsin island arcs are of primary importance.'I do not find this particularwording;
if I used it, it was somewhatincautious,since
'importance'is a difiqcultword to interpret precisely. Immediately following,the authors note
•he very definite evidence of strike-slip displacementsin regionsof arc structure,such as
Japan. By citing only the Niigata earthquake
of 1964, room is left for the impressionthat
this is an individual and perhapsa local occurrence; however, block structureswith strikeslip extendover a great part of Itonshu, especially near the Japan Sea coast.
I feel that block faulting in the interior of
arc structuresis not fully considered.
By regarding the SanAndreasfault, and the Alpinefault
of New Zealand as transform faults, the two
largestparts of the Pacificbelt in whichblock
faulting dominatesare accountedfor, but, as
suggested
in connectionwith the median tectonic line, this leavesdifiqculties
with regardto
Japan,not to mentionother areassuchas Peru
and the southwesternPhilippines.
It is unsatisfactoryto describethe Alpide
belt as an area of scattered or diffuseseismicity.

There is a sprinkling of epicenters•)f minor
shocks,hardly more notable than in the interiors of many of the active Pacificarcs; especially in Europe these shocks tend to be
overemphasized
becauseof relatively complete
detection and registration. There is a strong
concentrationof epicenters,includingmost of
the larger events, along the southern front,
which in the Mediterranean region has a very
sinuous course. In the eastern Mediterranean

and the southernfront, seismicitycan hardly
be calleddiffuse;the regionis brokeninto large
blocks,separatedby mountainstructuresalong
which the principal epicentersare aligned.
East Africa

is another area for which the

authors'referenceto diffuseactivity is arguable.
What appearsas a featurelessscatteron a smallscalemap is actually in clear relation to the two
well-knownrift zones,apart from a minority of
stray points; these points may representsporadic small sh.ockssuch as occuralmost everywhere, or somemay simply stand for erroneous
locations.

The maps illustrating major divisionsof the
earth's surface are drafted on the familiar

but

imperfect Mercator projection, with its distortion at the far north.

The

active zone from

Spitzbergento the mouth of the Lena appears
only in fragments on Figure 3, and not at all
on Figure 15, which purports to show all epicenters located by the Coast and Geodetic
Survey for 7 years and yet cuts off at 70øN.
In discussing
earthquakeswarms,the authors
note that some are known from localities in
which there is no evident connection with volcanism. Distinction
is also desirable between

swarmsof small shocksprecedingeruptionsand
eventson a larger scale,both in magnitudeand
in time, without any eruption. Among these
larger-scaleevents was the swarm near Jan
Mayen, August 20-23, 1954. A similar swarm
occurred

in the Kermadec

Islands

in March

1965, but a swarm associatedwith an eruption
had occurredthere in 1964. Perhaps the most
remarkableoccurrenceof this kind in late years
happenedduring June 1968, followingan explosive eruption on Fernandina,GalapagosIslands.
Hundreds of these shocks were recorded at sta-

there is an interestingoccurrenceof epicenters tions in southern California. When the seismoloutside the arc. The northern front is less ogistobserves
sucha largeswarmthat doesnot
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fit the normal pattern of foreshock,main shock,
The authors point out that they have used
and aftershocks,
he is justifiedin supposing
that 'strength'in a generalsensewithoutattempting
the source is in a volcanic area. As the Kercloserdefinition.This usageopenspitfalls that
madeeinstanceshows,an islandare sourcesmay have been avoidedhere, but the literature of
be involved,but it is probablytrue that the geologyincludesmany instancesin which such
majority of such sequencesare associatedwith
oceanicridges.
In discussingthe maxima of seismicitywith
respect to depth, a special point is made of

procedure has led to confusionand to incorrect

absence of such maxima

brittle materialsas they seem?'Possiblythey

near 300 km.

The

arrangementof the data has tendedto minimize

the prevalence
of earthquakes
near350 km in
that part of the Japanesetransversebelt that
extends from the south coast of I-Ionshu across

the Japan Sea.
It is no criticism of the authors that they do
not present a satisfactory explanation for the
Spanishdeep sh.ockof March 29, 1954. It does
not fit easily into any generalscheme.It might
be referredto the active are of Italy, with which
are associatedshocksknown at depths of 300400 km underthe Tyrrhenian Sea,but evenwith
a depth of 680 km the Spanishshockis so far
west that it would imply an • abnormally low
dip of the seismicactive surface. The authors'
suggestionof a completely detached structure
within the mantle is as goodas any explanation.
Since this earthquake apparently representsa
rare occurrence,we are fortunate to have it so
well observed,thereby shutting off some too
facile generalizations.It. may be well to assure
those not familiar with the observational details

conclusions.
Referto Hubbert[1937].
'Are the focal mechanisms
of earthquakesat
depth really as much like thosein near-surface
are not so much so as they are here taken to be.
Focal-mechanismanalysisfrom seismogramsis
lessdefinitefor most of the large shallowearth-

quakesthan it is for deep-focusearthquakes.
Instancesare accumulatingthat indicate that
large shallow shocks commonly consist of a
complexseriesof events, of which the earliest
.oftenis not the largeston the seismograms;
the
senseof first deflectionthen is difficultto read,
and focal determinations from distant stations

may refer to the later event rather than the

initial one. An exampleis the great Alaskan
earthquakeof 1964 [Wyss and Brune, 1967];
another was the large Aleutian event of February 7, 1965, as was promptly pointedout in
the bulletinsfor Uppsala,Strasbourg,
Pasadena,
and other stations.
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